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No.
1

2

3

4

Section

New Fiction

New Fiction

New Fiction

New Fiction

Author

Arno, Anna

Bizuk, Agata

Bryjdygant, Igor

C., Piotr

Title

Description

Binding

ISBN

Publisher

Date

Price

Ten kraj

The author observes her country and takes
readers on a moving journey through
places and experiences common to most
Poles.

pb

9788308065488

Emigrantka

A young couple decides to move to Ireland
in search of a better life and more
opportunities. When the financial crisis hits,
they struggle with both their budget and
their identity.

pb

9788395114809

Dlaczemu

21/09/2018 £15.99

Rysa

Psychological thriller. Commissioner
Brzozowska investigates the murder of a
homeless man. Soon more similar crimes
are committed and the policewoman finds
herself in the middle of a dangerous game
taking her back to her past.

pb

9788328054134

W.A.B.

22/08/2018 £14.99

# to o nas

Both are 30, he spends his days drinking
beer and playing video games, she is
independent and beautiful but tired of
explaining why she's not married yet. A
portrait of a generation caught between the
virtual world and fast paced work life,
where nothing is made to last.

pb

9788381471671

Novae Res

14/11/2018 £15.99

Wydawnictwo
29/08/2018 £14.99
Literackie
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New Fiction

Debska, Kinga

2

Porozmawiaj ze
mna

Marta, a frustrated 40-year-old, returns in
her mind to the times when she was 12. An
insightful portrait of a generation that was
too young to take part in the fight against
communism, but also to take advantage of
the economic boom of the early 90s.

pb

9788380313637

Swiat ksiazki

03/10/2018 £14.99

Saturn

The famous Goya family and three stories
revealing the truth about the sad reality of
their home and relations based on
expectations rather than love.

hb

9788328058279

W.A.B.

19/09/2018 £14.99

An amusing story about Grazyna who's just
turned 40 and feels nothing more is
awaiting her in her life until she meets a
rock musician and learns how to rebel.

pb

9788380317963

Swiat ksiazki

19/09/2018 £14.99

6

New Fiction

7

Plaża w słoiku po
New Fiction Fabicka, Joanna
kiszonych
ogórkach

8

New Fiction

Fryczkowska,
Anna

Rownonoc

Through the eyes of parents the author
reveals the story of teenage boys who
disappeared in the late 90s.

pb

9788365157812

Od deski do
deski

05/10/2018 £15.99

New Fiction

GutowskaAdamczyk,
Malgorzata

Cukiernia pod
Amorem.
Dziedzictwo
Hryciow

The Hryc family's confectionery wins the
annual best cake prize again, but during
the celebrations it turns out someone long
forgotten is trying to cause them trouble.
Continuation of the bestselling family saga.

pb

9788381233583

Proszynski
Media

16/10/2018 £15.99

Kornaga, Dawid

Przerwany sen
Kashi

A dystopian story of a young woman who
decides to become a terrorist to fight
against the established power structures,
set between now and the year 2075.

pb

9788380315594

Swiat ksiazki

05/09/2018 £15.99

9

10

New Fiction

Dehnel, Jacek
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3

New Fiction

Lipinska, Blanka

365 dni

Laura is kidnapped by a mafia boss while
on holiday in Sicily. It turns out he saw her
face while in a coma and was looking for
her. He gives her 365 days to fall in love
with him and decide to stay.

New Fiction

Majewska,
Beata

Zapisane w
chmurze

A holiday adventure turns into passion
when Magda, who is holidaying alone
without her narcissistic husband, meets a
handsome local guide.

pb

9788324583300

Ksiaznica

19/09/2018 £13.99

Skaza

Two bodies are found in a frozen lake.
Apart from the place and time of death, the
two men seem unrelated. When the
investigation begins, people from a nearby
village act as if they have something to
hide…

pb

9788379760169

Czwarta
Strona

05/09/2018 £14.99

pb

9788324048236

Miedzy
Slowami

05/09/2018 £15.99

New Fiction

Malecki, Robert

pb

9788381176477

Edipresse

04/07/2018 £15.99

14

New Fiction

Michalak,
Katarzyna

Scigany

Danka and Hubert meet when he's hiding
from police in the mountains, accused of
murder. She believes in his innocence and
is ready to do everything to protect him and
the passion that grows between them.
Crime thriller by a bestselling author.

15

New Fiction

Mysliwski,
Wieslaw

Ucho igielne

Meditation on the passing of time and
changing perception of oneself and the
surrounding world.

hb

9788324054466

Znak

17/10/2018 £16.99

New Fiction

Nestorowicz,
Piotr

Jeremiasz

A fascinating novel about the multicultural
region of Podlasie, where all histories, of
individual or communities, are full of
mysteries, but also of fear and struggle.

hb

9788328054127

W.A.B.

05/09/2018 £17.99

16
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A fantasy novel. In the Zone there is no
room for mistakes or mercy. Those who
Do zobaczenia w
are not skilled or careful enough die. And if
piekle
you have survived another day, it means
some of your enemies must have died.

pb

9788379643509 Fabryka Slow 04/09/2018 £15.99

Przezroczyste
glowy

A collection of monologues giving readers
an insight into different life stories,
struggles, and emotions.

pb

9788308065631

Wydawnictwo
19/09/2018 £14.99
Literackie

Laskoci

Two young men die in a terrorist attack in
Pisa. People in their village become
sleepless and fear the world they know
may be coming to an end. Everything
changes when the local fireman starts to
tell them tales about the enemy - soon the
community begins to fantasize about
violence.

pb

9788381390118

Swiat ksiazki

22/08/2018 £14.99

Byle do przodu

The dreams of Maria and Piotr are
sponsored by their awfully rich father. They
are both aware he wouldn't invest money in
them unless he had some plan. They are
desperate to find out what his real
motivation is.

pb

9788381233521

Proszynski
Media

02/10/2018 £15.99

Rudowski,
Krzysztof

Konstelacje

How is our fate shaped and what makes
some people live their lives peacefully,
while others struggle and lose everything.
A story of several generations set against
the background of recent Polish history.

pb

9788365502315

Warstwy

17/09/2018 £15.99

Tokarczuk, Olga

Profesor
Andrews w
Warszawie /
Wyspa

Two stories of people who have lost their
ground and stopped being sure who they
really are.

pb

9788308065501

17

New Fiction

Niesciur,
Slawomir

18

New Fiction

Odija, Daniel

19

20

21

22

New Fiction

New Fiction

New Fiction

New Fiction

4

Oprzedek,
Konrad

Rudnicka, Olga

Wydawnictwo
22/08/2018 £15.00
Literackie
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23

24

New Fiction

Twardoch,
Szczepan

New Fiction Wozniak, Marcel

5

Krolestwo

One of Poland’s most popular authors
returns with a new novel set in the Warsaw
ghetto around 1939, discussing the
subjects of assimilation and the daily
challenges of the Jewish population in
Poland.

pb

9788308068007

Otchłań

An investigation into the murders of three
women using the same tools leads back to
a famous unsolved case from the 80s. Can
detective Brodzki find the cruel murderer
despite disappearing evidence and other
obstacles?

pb

9788379768912

Czwarta
Strona

22/08/2018 £14.99

pb

9788381391825

Swiat ksiazki

12/09/2018 £14.99

Wydawnictwo
31/10/2018 £16.99
Literackie

25

New Fiction

Zulczyk, Jakub

Radio
Armageddon

A moving picture of collective loneliness in
an ever more commercialised world. Radio
Armageddon is a space for its founders to
rebel against the established order until the
day one of the leaders is found dead.

26

Translations

Allende, Isabel

W samym srodku
zimy

English title: 'In the midst of winter'.
Translation from Spanish.

pb

9788328710535

Muza

17/10/2018 £15.99

pb

9788328058293

W.A.B.

05/09/2018 £16.99

27

Translations

Arriaga,
Guillermo

Dziki

At age seventeen Juan Guillermo has been
orphaned and left completely alone. Then,
Carlos, his older brother, is killed by
religious fanatics. A story of grief and
revenge. Translation from Spanish.

28

Translations

Baszile, Natalie

Krolowa cukru

Translation of 'Queen Sugar'.

pb

9788308065655

29

Translations Benjamin, Chloe

Immortalisci

Translation of 'The Immortalists'.

pb

9788380156081 Czarna Owca 19/09/2018 £15.99

30

Translations Broadway, Alice

Tusz

Translation of 'Ink'.

pb

9788379769780

Wydawnictwo
19/09/2018 £16.99
Literackie

Czwarta
Strona

05/09/2018 £15.99
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31

Translations

Christensen,
Lars Saabye

Magnes

For years Jokum and Synne try their best
to stay together despite their differences.
This epic novel by one of the most
important contemporary Norwegian writers
tells a story of love and passing time.

32

Translations

Coben, Harlan

Nie odpuszczaj

Translation of 'Don't let go'.

pb

9788381253895

33

Translations

Coelho, Paulo

Hipis

English title: 'Hippie'. Translation from
Portuguese.

pb

9788364488931 Drzewo Babel 21/09/2018 £15.99

34

Translations

Egan, Jennifer

Manhattan Beach

Translation from English.

hb

9788324048328

Znak

10/09/2018 £16.99

35

Translations

Fielding, Joy

Zla corka

Translation of 'The bad daughter'.

pb

9788381391054

Swiat ksiazki

19/09/2018 £14.99

Cuda za rogiem

For years Mr Niyama's shop was not only a
place to buy groceries, but also to seek
advice - customer would leave their little
notes and find responses in a milk crate
outside the shop. Years after Niyama's
death, thieves seek a place to hide in the
abandoned store. Translation from
Japanese.

pb

9788375155198

Otwarte

17/10/2018 £15.99

Higashino,
Keigo

hb

9788308065648

Wydawnictwo
31/10/2018 £17.99
Literackie

Albatros

03/10/2018 £14.99

36

Translations

37

Translations Hosseini, Khaled

Modlitwa do
morza

Translation of 'Sea prayer'.

pb

9788381253611

Albatros

19/09/2018 £13.99

38

Translations

Niewidzialni

English title: 'The unseen'. Translation from
Norwegian.

hb

9788379760480

Poznanskie

03/10/2018 £15.99

39

Translations La Plante, Lynda

Wdowy

Translation of 'Widows'.

pb

9788328060234

W.A.B.

17/10/2018 £15.99

Odnalezc sie

Anna's life and her own self-perception
change as she becomes a mother and
befriends an elderly man. Translation from
Swedish.

pb

9788381233682

Proszynski
Media

15/12/2018 £15.99

40

Translations

Jacobsen, Roy

Lidbeck, Agnes
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41

Translations

Mayne, Andrew

Naturalista

Translation of 'The Naturalist'.

pb

9788328058392

W.A.B.

05/09/2018 £15.99

42

Translations McGeorge, Chris

Zgadnij kto

Translation of 'Guess who'.

pb

9788366071131

Insignis

26/09/2018 £15.99

43

Translations

Smierc
komandora,
vol. 1

English title: "Killing Commendatore".
Translation from Japanese.

pb

9788328710467

Muza

17/10/2018 £16.99

hb

9788308065914

Wydawnictwo
15/10/2018 £17.99
Literackie

Murakami,
Haruki

44

Translations Olmi, Véronique

Bakhita

Bakhita, born in Darfur in the midnineteenth century, was kidnapped by
slave traders at the age of seven. Resold
on slave markets, she will be bought by an
Italian consul. Later placed with the nuns,
she will become a sister. Translation from
French.

45

Translations Schatzing, Frank

Odwet oceanu

English title: 'The Swarm'. Translation from
German.

hb

9788327158826

Dolnoslaskie

46

Translations

Pulapka

English title: 'Trap'. Translation from
Icelandic.

pb

9788366134119

Wydawnictwo
19/09/2018 £14.99
Kobiece

47

Translations Slaughter, Karin

Ukladanka

Translation of 'Pieces of her'.

pb

9788327637598 Harper Collins 03/10/2018 £15.99

48

Translations Sparks, Nicholas

Z kazdym
oddechem

Translation of 'Every breath'.

pb

9788381254243

Albatros

17/10/2018 £14.99

49

Translations

Zona

Translation of 'The Wife'.

pb

9788328021679

W.A.B.

05/09/2018 £14.99

Sztuka tracenia

The writer tells the fate of the successive
generations of her family who always
remained silent about their Algerian
origins. Prix Goncourt des lycéens 2017,
Prix littéraire du "Monde" 2017. Translation
from French.

pb

9788381105064

Sonia Draga

17/10/2018 £15.99

50

Translations

Sigurdardottir,
Lilja

Wolitzer, Meg

Zeniter, Alice

15/10/2018 £18.99
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51

Teenage &
Albertalli, Becky
Young Adult

Leah gubi rytm

Translation of 'Leah on the off beat'.

pb

9788379760787

Czwarta
Strona

17/10/2018 £14.99

52

Teenage &
Young Adult

Bakiewicz,
Grazyna

Ale historia…
Mamy
niepodleglosc!

The story of the Polish fight for
independence told through exciting
adventures of a group of teens sent to the
past by their history teacher.

pb

9788310133946

Nasza
Ksiegarnia

03/10/2018 £11.99

53

Teenage &
Young Adult

Drewery, Kerry

Final 7

Translation of 'Final 7'.

pb

9788380572614

Debit

03/10/2018 £13.99

54

Teenage &
Young Adult

Hesse, Maria

Frida Kahlo:
biografia

English title: 'Frida Kahlo. An illustrated
life', Translation from Spanish.

hb

9788380572652

Mlody Book

21/11/2018 £16.99

55

Teenage &
Young Adult

Lacina, Anna

Seventeen-year-old Oska's life is turned
upside down when she has to move far
Ostatnie wakacje
away from her town to live with her dad
who she's never met before and his family.

pb

9788310133533

Nasza
Ksiegarnia

10/10/2018 £15.99

pb

9788372297624

Feeria

03/10/2018 £15.99

56

Teenage &
Young Adult

Morant, Sarah

Niesmiala

Since the terrible incident, Eleonore has
become very shy and avoids her peers.
Jason, who is new at school, is intrigued by
her strange behaviour. Translation from
French.

57

Teenage &
Young Adult

Thomas, Angie

Nienawisc, ktora
dajesz

Translation of 'The hate u give'.

pb

9788365830289

Papierowy
Ksiezyc

24/10/2018 £15.99

58

For Children:
Anthony, Steve
Fiction

Dobranoc, Panie
Panda

Translation of 'Goodnight, Mr Panda'.

hb

9788324168538

Amber

06/11/2018 £13.99

59

For Children:
Fiction

Wilk, ktory sie
zgubil

Translation of 'The way home for wolf'.

hb

9788380739482 Zielona Sowa 31/10/2018 £12.99

Bright, Rachel
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Opowiesci dla
chlopcow, ktorzy Translation of 'Stories for boys who dare to
chca byc
be different'.
wyjatkowi

60

For Children:
Fiction

Brooks, Ben

61

For Children:
Fiction

Brown, Peter

Dziki robot

62

For Children:
Fiction

9

hb

9788364853296

K. E. Liber

16/10/2018 £15.99

Translation of 'The Wild Robot'.

hb

9788363156299

Entliczek

26/10/2018 £13.99

Favilli, Elena

Opowiesci na
dobranoc dla
mlodych
buntowniczek 2

Translation of 'Good Night Stories For
Rebel Girls 2'.

hb

9788380572409

Debit

17/10/2018 £16.99

63

For Children:
Fiction

GalewskaKustra, Marta

Pucio na
wakacjach

An amusing story about Pucio's holiday at
the seaside is aimed at helping children
with articulation of difficult sounds and
correct pronunciation. Age 3+

hb

9788310133427

Nasza
Ksiegarnia

22/08/2018 £15.99

64

For Children:
Fiction

Guterson, Ben

Hotel
Winterhouse

Translation of 'Winterhouse'.

hb

9788378749264

Dwukropek

28/11/2018 £14.99

65

For Children:
Fiction

Jeffers, Oliver

Tutaj jestesmy

Translation of 'Here we are. Notes for living
on Planet Earth.'

hb

9788380739475 Zielona Sowa 31/10/2018 £14.99

hb

9788364011597

Wytwornia

20/10/2018 £12.99

pb

9788381063296

Aksjomat

05/11/2018 £9.99

66

For Children:
Fiction

L'Arronge, Lilli

Raz dwa trzy i ty

The protagonists of 'Me tall, you small'
come back as a family of four. Being
together as a family can be the most
wonderful time. Translation from French.
Age 2+

67

For Children:
Fiction

Michalec,
Boguslaw

Co trapi okapi

A collection of amusing rhymes and short
poems about animals. Age 4+
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68

For Children:
Fiction

Nesbo, Jo

Doktor Proktor i
wanna czasu

English title: 'Doctor Proctor's fart powder:
Time-travel bath bomb'.

pb

9788324583348

Dolnoslaskie

31/10/2018 £13.99

69

For Children:
Fiction

Piotrowska,
Eliza

To my, dzieci
swiata

Iga and Gutek together with their dog travel
the world to meet fun children living in all
different places in the world and discover
what they dream about. Age 6+

hb

9788327103031

Centrum
Edukacji
Dzieciecej

17/10/2018 £13.99

70

For Children:
Fiction

Regner, Marek

Super Hero, czyli
latajacy pies

A homeless pup wakes up to discover he
has mysteriously acquired superpowers
and a red cape. Can he save his dog pals
from trouble? Age 5+

pb

9788379156238

Skrzat

21/10/2018 £8.99

Drzewa

Why are trees so important? How many
types are there? How do they benefit the
environment and wildlife? This book, by the
award-winning author Piotr Socha,
answers these questions and more,
tracking the history of trees from prehistoric
times to the present day. English title: "The
book of trees".

hb

9788365341648

Dwie Siostry

20/06/2018 £18.50

Socha, Piotr &
Wojciech
Grajkowski

71

For Children:
Fiction

72

For Children:
Solomons, David
Fiction

Moja wuefistka
jest kosmitka

Translation of 'My gym teacher is an alien
overlord'.

pb

9788373504400

Finebooks

23/11/2018 £14.99

73

For Children:
Fiction

Patykot:
opowiesc o
dwoch kotach

Translation of 'Stick Cat: a tail of two
kitties'.

pb

9788366117051

Mamania

15/10/2018 £11.99

74

For Children:
Fiction

Michal i 38

How to overcome shyness and meet new
friends? Michal decides to join a choir,
even though he has very different ideas in
mind. Age 7+

hb

9788376725796

Literatura

30/10/2018 £10.99

Watson, Tom

Witek, Rafal
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75

For Children:
Bilingual

Various

Czerwony
Kapturek

Bilingual edition of 'Little Red Riding Hood'.

pb

9788366136410

Ibis

17/10/2018 £6.99

76

Travel

Szumer-Brysz,
Marcelina

Wrozac z fusow:
reportaze z Turcji

Fascinating stories from contemporary
Turkey, a country of contrasts.

hb

9788380497443

Czarne

10/10/2018 £15.99

77

Travel

Szyndler,
Joanna

Kuba-Miami

Stories of migration from Cuba to Florida,
difficult decisions, families torn apart, risky
sea journeys and hope for better future.

pb

9788379769728

Poznanskie

14/11/2018 £15.99

Oblicza Wielkiej
Brytanii

Stories about what shaped Britain over the
last 30 years and created contemporary
British society.

pb

9788380497771

Czarne

21/11/2018 £15.99

78

About Britain
Rosiak, Dariusz
& Ireland

79

Self-help

Koziol, Ewa

Eko w wielkim
miescie

How to live closer to nature and in a more
eco-friendly way in a big city.

pb

9788380534520

Burda

17/10/2018 £16.99

80

Self-help

Thurston, Jaime

Magia
zyczliwosci

Translation of 'Kindness: the little thing that
matters most'.

pb

9788328710320

Muza

10/10/2018 £15.99

81

Cookery

Drotkiewicz,
Agnieszka &
Tesa CapponiBorawska

Smak kwiatow
pomaranczy

Essays on the role of food and how the
changes in Poland of the last few decades
have influenced the cuisine and eating
habits.

hb

9788380497290

Czarne

05/09/2018 £15.99

82

Cookery

Ferriss, Timothy

4 godziny by
zostac mistrzem
nie tylko w kuchni

Translation of 'The 4-hour chef'.

pb

9788380875609

Laurum

15/10/2018 £17.99
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83

Cookery

Oz. Mehmet

Moc na talerzu

Translation of 'Food can fix it'.

pb

9788380875319

Laurum

26/10/2018 £17.99

84

Parenting

Filliozat, Isabelle

Juz sie nie
rozumiemy!

How to communicate with rebellious
teenagers and understand their needs.

pb

9788366061385

Esprit

15/11/2018 £13.99

85

Parenting

Stuhr, Maciej

Tata Tadzika

Stuhr, a popular actor, shares his
reflections of fatherhood. An amusing and
heart-warming read.

pb

9788381320504

Zwierciadlo

17/10/2018 £14.99

86

Other
Popular
Non-fiction

Augustyniak,
Szymon

Mimochodem o
chodzeniu

Walking discussed as something we often
take for granted and pay very little attention
to, but also as something that has allowed
us to explore throughout the centuries.

hb

9788328344914

Helion

05/10/2018 £13.99

87

Other
Popular
Non-fiction

Baluk, Kamil &
Waclaw
Krupinski

An in-depth interview with the late
Zbigniew Wodecki, one of the most popular
Wodecki. Tak mi
Polish musicians of the last decades,
wyszlo
revealing the details of his career, his big
return to the stage, and his private life.

pb

9788326827051

Agora

03/10/2018 £15.99

88

Other
Popular
Non-fiction

pb

9788324167975

Amber

11/10/2018 £15.99

89

Other
Popular
Non-fiction

Gluszak,
Grzegorz

pb

9788324048717

Znak

19/09/2018 £15.99

90

Other
Popular
Non-fiction

Hansen, James
R.

pb

9788380322851

Wielka Litera

17/10/2018 £16.99

Potega
Bernheimer, Lily przestrzeni wokol
nas

Translation of 'The shaping of us'.

An honest and moving interview with
25 lat
Tomasz Komeda, who spent 18 years in
niewinnosci:
prison for crimes he didn't commit, and yet
historia Tomasza
never gave up the fight to prove his
Komedy
innocence.
Pierwszy
czlowiek

Translation of 'First man: the life of Neil A.
Armstrong'.
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91

Other
Popular
Non-fiction

Harari, Yuval
Noah

21 lekcji na XXI
wiek

Translation of '21 lessons for the 21st
century'.

hb

9788308065853

92

Other
Popular
Non-fiction

Heinrich, Bernd

Drzewa w moim
lesie

Translation of 'The trees in my forest'.

pb

9788380497191

Czarne

19/09/2018 £14.99

93

Other
Popular
Non-fiction

Henderson,
Caspar

Ksiega zwierzat
niemalze
niemozliwych

Translation of 'The book of barely imagined
beings'.

pb

9788365973870

Marginesy

14/11/2018 £16.99

94

Other
Popular
Non-fiction

Jesionowski,
Michal

Milosnicy 4 kolek

All you need to know about your car and
more - buying, repairs, safe travel, money
saving tips and more.

pb

9788324054701

Znak

31/10/2018 £15.99

95

Other
Popular
Non-fiction

Levitsky, Steven
& Daniel Ziblatt

Tak umieraja
demokracje

Translation of 'How democracies die'.

pb

9788361894094

Liberte

15/10/2018 £16.99

96

Other
Popular
Non-fiction

McCoy, K. & dr
Hardwick

Najnudniejza
ksiazka swiata

Translation of 'This book will send you to
sleep'.

pb

9788366074866

97

Other
Popular
Non-fiction

Michniewicz,
Tomasz

Chrobot: zycie
najzwyklejszych
ludzi swiata

Seven journeys to different corners of the
world to collect and tell stories of regular
people living there and show very different
perspectives on our world today.

hb

9788375154948

Wydawnictwo
31/10/2018 £17.99
Literackie

Wydawnictwo
17/10/2018 £14.99
Kobiece

Otwarte

17/10/2018 £16.99
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#SEXEDPL

Eighteen open and informative
conversations about puberty, sexuality,
love and intimacy. Aimed mostly at young
readers looking for knowledge about
sexual life.

pb

9788328060661

Schreier, Jason

Krew, pot i
piksele

Translation of 'Blood, sweat, and pixels.'

pb

9788381292436 Sine Qua Non 05/09/2018 £16.99

Szczygiel,
Mariusz

Nie ma

Collection of reportages about absence
and the past by an award-winning Polish
non-fiction writer.

hb

9788365970312

98

Other
Popular
Non-fiction

Rubik, Anja

99

Other
Popular
Non-fiction

100

Other
Popular
Non-fiction

W.A.B.

Fundacja
Instytutu
Reportazu

See the Grant & Cutler website for many more titles, and in many more languages: www.grantandcutler.com
Download our regular catalogues of recent foreign fiction at www.grantandcutler.com
Browse the Foyles website for books on any subject: www.foyles.co.uk
Remember that we now carry large stocks of EFL titles and readers in English.

GRANT & CUTLER at FOYLES
107 Charing Cross Road, London, WC2H 0DT, United Kingdom
grantandcutler@foyles.co.uk, www.grantandcutler.com

19/09/2018 £11.99

31/10/2018 £16.99
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ABOUT GRANT & CUTLER AT FOYLES
Established in 1936, and now part of iconic bookseller Foyles, Grant & Cutler has the largest selection of foreign language books in the UK. Our range
includes children's books, popular fiction and classics, translations, language-learning materials, dictionaries and reference, topic-based guides and books
on culture, politics and history.
With access to the Foyles stock of more than 200,000 titles, we can now supply books on any subject and not just foreign languages. We carry large
stocks of EFL titles and English readers.
A selection of the languages on offer
Albanian, Arabic, Bengali, Bulgarian, Chinese, Czech, Danish, Dutch, Farsi, Finnish, French, German, Gujarati, Hungarian, Italian, Kurdish, Lithuanian,
Norwegian, Panjabi, Polish, Portuguese, Romanian, Russian, Serbian, Slovak, Somali, Spanish, Swedish, Tamil, Turkish, Urdu, Vietnamese, Yoruba.

ABOUT THIS LIST
This list provides a selection of recently published Polish books, including translations into Polish, and is in fact the list we would have supplied to
OCLC for their CILLA service. Titles are listed on our websites and can be ordered there.

PRICES & DISCOUNTS
Prices are given in British pounds and are correct at the time of cataloguing. They may change due to increases by publishers and to fluctuations in
exchange rates.
Libraries will receive a discount of 20% on all orders from this catalogue.

HOW TO PAY
We accept payment by Mastercard/Visa; cheque in GBP or bank transfer. Libraries and other institutions will normally receive credit terms.

HOW TO ORDER
Orders can be placed by email, mail, phone, fax, on our websites or by EDI (Nielsen Booknet).

STANDING ORDER PLANS
Keep your readers coming back with hot-off-the-press novels sent to you on a regular basis. We can set up a monthly, quarterly or bi-annual standing
order plan tailored to suit your individual requirements. To discuss a plan, contact Barbara Berezowska (barbara.berezowska@foyles.co.uk).
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SHOWROOM VISITS
You are welcome to visit us at Foyles, to browse and choose items from our extensive range of foreign language books, and from the whole of the
Foyles range. Refreshments are provided and our staff are on hand to advise or recommend. Your selection will then be invoiced and sent to you.

CATALOGUES
Titles in our fiction catalogues have descriptions. Other catalogues include language-learning materials and dictionaries in Russian, Arabic, languages of
the Orient, Western, Eastern and Central Europe, the Caucasus and Central Asia. We also produce a catalogue of dictionaries suitable for use in an
English as an additional language context.

BOOK SERVICING
Book jackets, barcodes, date labels, stamps and spine labels are all available as part of our service; prices on request.

NEWSPAPERS AND MAGAZINES
Our subscription service provides a direct link to Europe. Your newspapers, magazines and journals arrive direct from the country of publication but
with the convenience of a single invoice from Grant & Cutler. Subscriptions run for a year. A list of available titles can be found on our website.

MARC RECORDS
UKMARC and MARC21 records are available free to BDS subscribers for most of our titles. However we regret that they are not available for books
in our Urdu, Tamil, Farsi, Gujarati and similar lists.
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SOME COMMENTS FROM LIBRARY CUSTOMERS







...but having seen the increase in issues that using the expertise of G&C can bring… (London Borough of Greenwich Libraries)
I will definitely be recommending Grant and Cutler to any other of the regional development officers as well as libraries in Wales (Powys Regional
Development Office)
I looked through the books and they look wonderful. I am very impressed with the selection and service of your company. I had placed orders with several
companies in the US before I placed the order with you and yet your books came first (Ann Arbor District Library, USA).
…thanks for arranging the order of Polish books a couple of months ago. I am very pleased how that worked out and I would like to ask if I could arrange for
more Suppliers selections in other languages (Oxford Central Library)
Hello Helen, I had a very successful visit on Thursday - no doubt you are busy working your way through them now! (Reading Libraries)
Just a quick email to say how pleased I am with the stock that you and your staff have selected for us. The books in Polish in particular are flying off the
shelves and are just right for our readers! Many thanks for all your hard work. (a public librarian)

CONTACT
Barbara Berezowska: barbara.berezowska@foyles.co.uk
Tel: +44 (0)20 3206 2641, Fax: +44 (0)20 7434 1580

GRANT & CUTLER at FOYLES
107 Charing Cross Road, London, WC2H 0DT, United Kingdom
grantandcutler@foyles.co.uk, www.grantandcutler.com

